Search Tips

Block 4 Class of 2017

Please be authenticated through CaseWireless, or have VPN open and connected.

- From the Cleveland Health Sciences Library catalogs page or the SoM e-Resources page, please to go UptoDate
  - Click “Drug Interactions” [accept terms in necessary]
  - Type metoprolol in box at upper left, click Lookup, then double-click single drug name from list of choices so it appears in hyperlinked form with a checkbox next to it
  - Repeat above step for drug once each for lisinopril and digoxin until the three drug names appear in box with checked box next to them – check any of the boxes if necessary so the 3 are checked; click Analyze
  - The results at right explain which of the drugs analyzed have interaction with which others. The dropdown of “risk rating” choices allows you to set a minimum level of risk to display, and the hyperlinked words “risk rating” link to a legend of the risk rating levels.

- From the CHSL homepage or the SoM e-Resource page, go to CWRU PubMed
  - Click on MeSH database and enter dilated cardiomyopathy
  - Click on the hyperlinked MeSH term “Cardiomyopathy, Dilated”
  - Check the box for the subheading genetics and the box for “Restrict to MeSH Major Topic”
  - Click “Add to Search Builder” and then “Search PubMed” for ~925 results
  - Click ‘Show additional filters’ and then in the new box check ‘Journal categories” and click show – then click Core clinical journals for 190 articles
  - Click title of article by McNally for abstract page and PubMed Central access. Full-text article links are in a state of transition at CWRU and more information is and will be available from the Library about status and work-around as the situation evolves

--- if there is time/on your own:

- From the CHSL homepage, cursor over Electronic Books and go to CHSL’s Electronic books and from there to AccessMedicine. This site has a new design
  - Query, for example, interstitial pulmonary edema and click search. Try first result and note that site jump-links to specific section